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SPOTLIGHT ON TRANSACTIONS

V ehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) technologies are trans-
forming the digital landscape. The automo-
tive industry is shifting into a new digital 

age, where connected vehicles and 
smart cars are starting to collab-
orate among themselves with less 
reliance on human drivers. This 
communication is especially use-
ful when considering their benefits 
toward smart cities. Smart vehicles 
can exchange information with 
each other, physical infrastructure 
like roadside units, and even poten-
tially pedestrians. These use cases 
present bountiful opportunities for 
cities to address a number of issues, 
from traffic management to even 
the prevention of potential colli-
sions.  Despite the benefits, V2V and 
V2I communication technologies 
also present a broad attack surface 

for cybercriminals. Some examples include stealing pri-
vate data, remotely hijacking a vehicle, and coordinating 
roadside infrastructure attacks.

M.  Gupta et al.1 present an approach to securing V2V 
and V2I communication by utilizing cloudlets to en-
sure the confidentiality, integrity, and authentication 
of messages across a system. In addition, they discuss 
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a n at t r ibute-based access cont rol 
model for V2V and V2I called the at-
tribute-based intelligent transportation 
system (AB-ITS). The proposed cloud-
let architecture is depicted in Fig-
ure 1. Trusted edge infrastructures 
produced by city administrators will 

operate as intermediaries between 
vehicles and entities inside the city’s 
geographic range by relaying secured 
messages. At the edge, messages are 
validated by a set of predetermined se-
curity policies before being forwarded 
across the interconnected network. 
Figure 2 illustrates a conceptual AB-ITS 
model. The attributes developed in the 
AB-ITS are supported by the cloudlets. 
A source initiates operations on cloud-
lets and can be a set of vehicles, a trans-
portation infrastructure, or adminis-
trative users. Trusted cloudlets (TCs) 
enroll devices into a system through 
the use of a traditional public key infra-
structure scheme. Target vehicles (VT)
and source vehicles must be a part of 
the same TC to communicate. Autho-
rization policies and attributes define 
operations for the overall secure func-
tioning of the ecosystem. Policies and 
attributes are also dynamic in nature 
and can shift to fit changing circum-
stances or communication preferences 
in a city.

A proof-of-concept implementa-
tion of the AB-ITS was simulated on 
the Amazon Web Services Internet of 
Things platform. The authors modeled 
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FIGURE 1. The proposed trusted cloudlet architecture. (Taken from Gupta et al.1)
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FIGURE 2. An AB-ITS communication model. ATT: attributes; POL: policies; S: source; 
TC: trusted cloudlets; VT: target vehicles; OP: operations; SEA: source entity attribute 
relations; EVT: vehicle to trusted cloudlet relations. (Taken from Gupta et al.1) 

The automotive industry is 
shifting into a new digital 

age, where connected 
vehicles and smart cars 

are starting to collaborate 
among themselves with less 
reliance on human drivers.
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situations such as ice-on-road and com-
promised rogue vehicles. The perfor-
mance of the model can be measured 
by the execution time of  attribute-based 
security policies against the number 
of vehicles associated with a cloud-
let. The authors found that the total 
trip time was comparable to that for 
a peer-to-peer ITS despite variations 
due to network traffic and latency. 
In a large city, more cloudlets and 

infrastructure devices can be installed 
to reduce the crowding of vehicles 
within one cloudlet, improving the 
execution time. 
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